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Multihoming of Users to Access Points in WLANs:
A Population Game Perspective
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Abstract— We consider non-cooperative mobiles, each faced
with the problem of which subset of WLANs access points (APs)
to connect and multihome to, and how to split its traffic among
them. Considering the many users regime, we obtain a potential
game model and study its equilibrium. We obtain pricing for
which the total throughput is maximized at equilibrium and
study the convergence to equilibrium under various evolutionary
dynamics. We also study the case where the Internet Service
Provider (ISP) could charge prices greater than that of the cost
price mechanism and show that even in this case multihoming
is desirable.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE IEEE 802.11 protocol is currently the standard for
wireless LANs (WLANs). Quite often there is a choice
of access points (APs) to which a mobile user could connect
to. Users scan the wireless channels in order to find the AP
of the highest signal strength and associate to it. They then
transmit at different rates (called the PHY rate) based on the
signal strength indicated. It has been observed [1] that all
the connections in a single cell receive the same throughput,
leading to inefficient channel use. The question arises as to
whether it might be better for a user to split traffic among
visible APs, which would provide diversity from the fact that
signal strength in different cells might be different and the
cells might be loaded differently.
Suppose we have a geographical region divided into cells
as shown in Figure 1. Each cell would have an AP, each using
a separate channel. This is possible in 802.11 b and g as
they have three non-overlapping channels. Users may observe
significant signal strengths from different APs. For instance, in
Figure 1, users in region A might be able to associate to cells
P, Q and S, whereas users in region B, might have no choice
but to associate to cell S. It is possible for users with just a
single wireless network interface card to associate to all the
APs available to them, as has been shown in [2]. Users could
then probabilistically divide their traffic among the different
APs. The APs could charge a price for sending packets through
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Fig. 1. Division of a geographical region into non-interfering cells using
three independent channels, indicated by shading. Users might be able to
connect to multiple APs.

them. The payoff that the users obtain is the difference of the
throughput minus the price charged. Traffic splitting in the
Internet among different Internet Service Providers (ISPs) is
called multihoming [3] and we follow the same terminology
for the WLAN case. Our objective in this paper is to design a
decentralized pricing mechanism which has the property that
even with selfish users trying to maximize their own payoffs,
the system throughput is actually maximized.
Related Work
There has been much interest in understanding the behavior
of wireless LANs. The question of why users using different
PHY rates all obtain the same throughput was studied using
simulation and experiments in [1]. In [4] the system was
studied as a two-player game and results were presented on
the inefficiency of the system as compared to the cooperative
optimum. Bianchi [5] used fixed point analysis in order to
provide an analytical framework for 802.11 WLANs. The
results were generalized in [6], to provide expressions for
the throughput of users with disparate frame sizes and PHY
rates. The case of multiple TCP sessions in a WLAN environment was considered initially in [7] and later simplified
and extended to the VoIP case as well in [8]. The analytical
work has been further extended to IEEE 802.11e [9] where
the relation between fixed point uniqueness and short term
unfairness is also explored. The case of multiple APs being
available is studied in [10], and the work focuses on fairness
and load balancing in a cooperative scenario. In [11], the
case of non-cooperative users who decide their frame size and
PHY rate in order to maximize their individual throughputs
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is studied. Another paper on non-cooperative association is
[12], which provides a study of the benefit of associating to
the AP that would provide the best estimated link rate. Some
results on cooperative association of users to different APs
are provided in [13], and on the association of users with dual
mode handsets to IEEE 802.11 APs and 3G base stations are
provided in [14]. The idea of virtualizing a wireless card to
use all available APs has been studied in [2], where the idea is
to make one AP believe that the wireless card is asleep (which
would cause the AP to buffer packets), while actually sending
traffic to another AP. They also propose empirical methods
by which the ratio of traffic associated to each AP could be
chosen.

Main Results
We consider the existing system of UDP1 or TCP2 running
over 802.11, with the added provision of multihoming. The
multihoming protocol would decide the time spent associated
with each of the APs, while the transport layer would be (multiple) UDP or TCP sessions. We do not insist on any particular
multihoming protocol, but only make the assumption that it
would be rational in the sense that it would allocate more time
to APs that yield higher payoffs, and less time to those that
do not. We assume that the time-scale at which users switch
between the APs (a few times per second) is much greater
than the time-scale at which the throughput of TCP or UDP
over 802.11 converge to their average values (of the order
of milliseconds). The multihoming protocol chooses the APs
probabilistically. In the fluid model approximating the many
users regime, the ratio of fluid split among APs gives the
probabilities of associating with them.
In a WLAN since different users send at different PHY
rates, they occupy the channel for different amounts of time.
We propose a pricing mechanism in which users are charged
based on their channel occupancy. We call this “cost price
charging”. We show that under this mechanism, when all
users use either TCP or UDP along with rational multihoming
protocols, the system is asymptotically stable. We also show
that multihoming under the cost-price mechanism is efficient,
i.e., the system throughput is maximized. Our analysis follows
that of Sandholm [15], who provides results on the conditions
required for a general class of dynamics to be asymptotically
stable. He also shows that there is no loss of efficiency under
strong symmetry conditions. Although, the conditions required
do not hold in our case, we use similar techniques in order to
prove stability and efficiency results.
Finally, we show that when an ISP charges differentiated
prices above the cost price charge in the different APs,
multihoming achieves at least the same profit as unihoming. So
the ISP suffers no loss by allowing its customers to multihome.
We further show that even in the case of differentiated pricing,
the throughput of the system as a whole is at least that of
unihoming, thus building a strong case for multihomed IEEE
802.11 wireless LANs.
1 User

Datagram Protocol
Control Protocol

2 Transmission

Organization of the Paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss
the game theoretic concepts used. In Section III, we study
models of rational dynamics that would be used for multihoming. In Section IV, we develop models for the transport layer
protocols. We proceed in Section V, to study the system in a
noncooperative scenario. We next study the efficiency of such
an equilibrium in Section VI and show that the equilibrium
is efficient. We study the economic impact of multihoming in
Section VII. We conclude in Section VIII.
II. BASIC I DEAS ON P OPULATION G AMES
We first introduce the game theoretic concepts that are used
in this paper. Much of the discussion below may be found
in [15]. A population game F , with Q non-atomic classes
of players is defined by a mass and a strategy set for each
class and a payoff function for each strategy. By a non-atomic
population, we mean that the contribution of each member of
the population is infinitesimal. We denote the set of classes
by Q = {1, ..., Q}, where Q ≥ 1. The class q has mass dˆq .
The set of strategies for class q is denoted Sq = {1, ..., Sq }.
These strategies can be thought of as the actions that members
of q could possibly take. A particular strategy distribution is
the way the class q partitions itself into the different actions
available, i.e., a strategy distributionfor q is vector of the
S
Sq
i
ˆ
form yq = {yq1 , yq2 , ...yq q }, where
i=1 yq = dq . The set
of strategy distributions
q ∈ Q, is denoted by
Sqof ia class
S
ˆq }. We denote the vector
Yq = {yq ∈ R+q :
y
=
d
i=1 q
of strategy distributions being used by the entire population
by y = {y1 , y2 , ..., yQ }, where yq ∈ Yq . The vector y can
be thought of as the state of the system. Let the space of all
strategy distributions be Y. The marginal payoff function (per
unit mass) obtained from strategy i ∈ Sq by users of class q,
when the state of the system is y is denoted by Fqi (y) ∈ R and
is assumed to be continuous and differentiable. Note that the
payoffs to a strategy in class q can depend on the strategy
distribution within class q itself.
total payoff to users
Sq The
of class q is then given by i=1
Fqi (y)yqi . Players may be
cooperative or non-cooperative in behavior.
A commonly used concept in the context of infinitesimal
players is the Wardrop equilibrium [16]. Consider any strategy
S
distribution yq = [yq1 , ..., yq q ]. There would be some elements
which are non-zero and others which are zero. We call
the strategies corresponding to the non-zero elements as the
strategies used by class q.
Definition 1: A state ŷ is a Wardrop equilibrium if for any
class q ∈ Q, all strategies being used by the members of q
yield the same marginal payoff to each member of q, whereas
the marginal payoff that would be obtained by members of
q is lower for all strategies not used by class q. Let Ŝq ⊂
Sq be the set of all strategies used by class q in a strategy
distribution ŷ. A Wardrop equilibrium ŷ is then characterized
by the following relation:


Fqs (ŷ) ≥ Fqs (ŷ) ∀s ∈ Ŝq and s ∈ Sq
If each class q follows some dynamics, then would the
stationary points be Wardrop equilibria? We present a result
from [15], which is useful in this regard. We first need the
following definition:
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Definition 2: The dynamics ẏ = V(y) are said to be
positively correlated (PC) if
Sq
Q 


Fqi (y)Vqi (y) > 0 whenever V (y) = 0

q=1 i=1

Result 1 If V(y) satisfies PC, all Wardrop equilibria of F
are the stationary points of ẏ = V(y).
Potential games are a subclass of games that have a specific
structure on the payoff functions that we study below.
Definition 3: We call F a potential game if ∃ a C 1 function
∂T
i
T : Y → R such that ∂y
i (y) = Fq (y) for all y ∈ Y, i ∈ Sq
q
and q ∈ Q.
The definition says that the rate of change of potential with
mass of a population using a strategy is the payoff obtained
per unit mass by that population for that strategy. We then
immediately have that if F is a potential game and V(y) is
PC, then the potential function T is a Lyapunov function for
the system ẏ = V(y). This means that all the stationary points
of ẏ = V(y) would be asymptotically stable. Thus, we have
the following useful result.
Result 2 A potential game F , with dynamics V(y) that is
PC, has asymptotically stable stationary points.
In accordance with Result 1, the system state would converge
to either a Wardrop equilibrium or a boundary point of the set
Y.
III. S YSTEM DYNAMICS : M ULTIHOMING P ROTOCOLS
As mentioned in the introduction, the population dynamics
will be used to model the behavior of a multihoming protocol
that decides how long to associate with each available AP.
What would the characteristics of a good protocol be? The
protocol must associate with APs that provide higher utilities
for a longer time and with APs that provide lower utilities for
a shorter time. Thus, at each time instant it must decide on
the vector of probabilities of association with each available
AP based on the current estimate of the utility obtained
from each AP. We study two kinds of dynamics that fit the
above characteristics. The first dynamics are called Replicator
Dynamics [17]. The rate of increase of ẏqs /yqs of the strategy
s is a measure of its evolutionary success. We may express
this success as the difference in fitness Fqs (y) of the strategy s
 Sq i i
and the average fitness i=1
yq Fq (y)/dˆq of the class q. Then
the dynamics used to describe changes in the mass of class q
playing strategy s is given by
⎛
⎞
Sq

1
yqi Fqi (y)⎠ .
(1)
ẏqs = V(y) = yqs ⎝Fqs (y) −
dˆq
i=1

 Sq

Note that the dynamics take place within the set j=1 yqj =
dˆq ∀q ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q}, i.e., the total mass of each class remains
fixed. This fact may be 
seen immediately by summing (1) over
Sq
all strategies, yielding s=1
ẏqs = 0.
Another commonly used model is called Brown-von
Neumann-Nash (BNN) dynamics [18], which is somewhat
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more complex. Let,
⎧
⎫
Sq
⎨
⎬

1
yqi Fqi (y), 0
γqs = max Fqs (y) −
⎩
⎭
dˆq i=1

(2)

denote the excess marginal payoff to strategy s relative to the
average payoff in its class. Then BNN dynamics are described
by
ẏqs

= V(y) = dˆq γqs − yqs

Sq


γjs ,

(3)

j=1

 Sq j
where the dynamics take place within the set
j=1 yq =
dˆq ∀q ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q}. Unlike replicator dynamics, it has the
property of allowing extinct strategies to resurface, so that
its stationary points are always Wardrop equilibria. It is not
difficult to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Both Replicator and BNN dynamics are positively correlated. Within a given problem, when each class of
the population follows either replicator or BNN dynamics, the
system is positively correlated.
The proof of the above theorem may be found in [15] or [19],
which we do not repeat here due to space constraints. We
next consider the transport layer over which the multihoming
protocol would run.
IV. T RANSPORT L AYER M ODELS
Let there be S independent APs, which do not interfere with
each other by appropriate channel allocation. Let us denote
Sq as the number of APs available to users of class q, Lq as
the frame size, and Rqi is as PHY rate that a user of class q
would have if it connected to the ith AP. We define a class q
of users as the set of all users that have access to the same
S
APs and common values of [Lq , Rq1 , Rq2 , ..., Rq q ]. The class
is used to model the fact that users in the same geographical
location would face a similar set of circumstances. We assume
that classes do not change under the time scale studied (of the
order of seconds), which models real users who stay in a fixed
location for minutes at a time. Let there be dq users of class q.
Of these, assume a fraction xsq is connected to AP s. The total
Q
number of users connected to AP s is then ns = q=1 dq xsq .
We define
dq xsq
dq xsq
αsq  s = Q
,
(4)
s
n
i=1 di xi
which is understood to be zero if the denominator is zero. We
wish to take the limit as ns becomes large simultaneously for
all s as a common parameter n goes to infinity, thus keeping
the fractions of each user class fixed as we scale n. Hence,
we consider the following scaling:
dq = ndˆq .

(5)

n can
 be interpreted as the sum of all demand, i.e.,
n= Q
q=1 dq .
Model for UDP sessions
We construct a model based on expressions for UDP traffic
obtained in [5], [6], [11]. We assume every user has infinitely
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many packets backlogged in its transmission buffer. Consider
a particular AP s, and let p be the exponential back-off
multiplier, i.e., if bz is the mean back-off duration (in slots)
at the zth attempt for a frame then bz = pz b0 . Also let To
be defined as the transmission overhead in slots related to a
frame transmission, which comprises of the SIFS/DIFS3 , etc.
and let Tc be defined as the fixed overhead for an RTS collision
in slots4 . Also, assume that there are ns users associated
with an AP of which msq users belong to class q. Denote
by αsq = msq /ns the fraction of the users of class q among all
users in the cell, where αsq could be zero. Then proceeding as
in Theorem VII.2 in [6], the total throughput of all users of
class q as ns → ∞ is given by
τ (αsq ) =

κ+

αsq Lq
Q αsj Lj ,
j=1

(6)

Rsj

where
κ=

p + Tc
(p − 1) ln

p
p−1

 + To − Tc

(7)

Using the fluid scaling described in (4)–(5) and defining
L
 dˆq xsq , wqs  Rqs , the throughput received by the total
q
mass of users of class q connected to AP s is
yqs

Tqs (ys ) 

κ

Lq
.
Q
s
s s
j=1 yj +
j=1 yj wj

Q

Model for TCP sessions
We now consider the case in which several users are
downloading large files via the AP to which they are associated
under the control of TCP. The files are being downloaded from
servers on the wired local area network, which is assumed to
be very fast, and hence not a bottleneck. In such a system,
the AP will only send data packets, while the users only send
ACKs. The expressions for all users having identical PHY
rates have been worked out in [7], [8]. We present a slightly
modified version of the results, which apply to our case of
dissimilar users. The analysis proceeds by identifying cycles
during each of which the number of users with acks remains
constant. As before, let us consider an AP s, with the fraction
of users of class q being αsq . The total throughput of all users
of class q when the number of simultaneous TCP sessions is
large is

∞
1
πi i+1
i=0
,
(9)
τ (αsq ) = αsq Lq ∞
i=0 πi Ei X
where the stationary probability of i contending users in a
cycle πi = i!i+1
2e , i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}, and
PC (i)Tcs
Pidle (i)δ
+
1 − Pidle (i) − PC (i) 1 − Pidle (i) − PC (i)
s
s
PAP (i)TAP
PUser (i)TUser
+
+
1 − Pidle (i) − PC (i) 1 − Pidle (i) − PC (i)

3 Short

Inter-Frame Space/Distributed Inter-Frame Space
to the IEEE 802.11 specifications p = 2.

4 According

Substituting the above into (9) and simplifying we get that
the throughput per unit mass (in bits per second) obtained by
users of class q is
Tqs (ys ) =

(8)

Note
the total mass of users of class q is given by
Sq that
i
ˆ
i=1 yq = dq .

Ei X =

In the above expression Pidle (i), Pc (i), PUser (i) and PAP (i)
are the probabilities of the channel remaining idle, of collision,
of a user winning the channel and that the AP wins the channel
s
s
and TAP
are the system slot
respectively. Also, δ, Tcs , TUser
time, the average length of a cycle with a collision, the cycle
length for a successful ack, and the cycle length for successful
transmission of a data packet, respectively.
We associate each class of user in s with the parameters
s
s
s
s
s
s
, Tq(AP
[Lq , Tq(C)
) , Tq(User) ], where Tq(C) , Tq(AP ) , Tq(User)
are the time spent in a collision, time taken for APs to transmit
a packet, and the time taken for a user of class q to transmit
an ack to AP s. The expressions relating these quantities to
the PHY rates can be found from [7] or [8]. We then have
that if the user mass of class q is denoted by yqs , then
Q
Q
s
s
s
s
i=1 Ti(C) yi
i=1 Ti(User) yi
s
s
T C = Q
, TUser =
,
(10)
Q s
s
i=1 yi
i=1 yi
Q
s
s
i=1 Ti(AP ) yi
s
(11)
TAP =
Q s
i=1 yi

Lq
,
G(ys )

(12)

where
G(ys ) = κ1

Q

j=1

+ κ3

Q

j=1

and

yjs + κ2

Q


s
yjs Tj(C)

j=1
s
yjs Tj(User)
+ κ3

Q


s
yjs Tj(AP
) , (13)

j=1

∞
κ1 =

Pidle (i)δ
πi 1−Pidle
(i)−PC (i)

,
∞
1
i=0 πi i+1

i=0

∞
κ2 =

PC (i)
πi 1−Pidle
(i)−PC (i)

,
∞
1
π
i=0 i i+1

i=0

∞
κ3 =

PU ser (i)
πi 1−Pidle
(i)−PC (i)

,
∞
1
π
i
i=0
i+1

i=0

∞
κ4 =

PAP (i)
πi 1−Pidle
(i)−PC (i)

.
∞
1
i=0 πi i+1

i=0

Note the similarity between (8) and (12). Both are of the
general form
ηq
,
(14)
Tqs (ys ) = Q
s
j=1 µj yj
with ηq and µq being constants associated with class q. All
the analysis in the future sections would apply to any utility
function of the above form. We will focus on the expressions
pertaining to the UDP as the transport protocol in the rest of
the paper.
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TABLE I

V. T HE N ON - COOPERATIVE M ULTIHOMING P ROBLEM
The system we study consists of all users running UDP
sessions, with a multihoming protocol riding on top that
decides the duration of time (and hence user masses) spent
associated with each available AP. As explained in Section III,
we model the multihoming protocol using positively correlated
dynamics. Also we assume that the time-scale of association
is such that the sessions attain their equilibrium values (given
in (6) in a short time. We thus have a system with Q classes
of users, who partition themselves among the different actions
available to them in the way that is optimal for themselves.
We denote this non-cooperative population game by F . We
first study the costs and payoffs associated with the system,
which are measured in units of throughput. As before, let the
y denote the strategy profile of the system. The total system
throughput is given by
T (y) 

Q
S 


τik (y) =

k=1 i=1

Q
S 


yik Tik (y).

κ

κ + wqs
.
Q
s
s s
j=1 yj +
j=1 yj wj

Q

Q


τis (y)

(17)

Suppose that the AP charges the above price to users of class q.
We call this pricing mechanism as “cost-price” since revenue
obtained in a cell is identical to the total throughput in the
cell. We can see this fact by considering the total revenue
generated in a cell, obtained from (17):
⎛
⎞
Q
Q
Q



⎝δqs (y)
Cis (y)yis =
τjs (y)yis ⎠
i=1

=
=

Q


Q


j=1

i=1

Q


Q


j=1

=

j=1

τjs (y)

Q

j=1

τjs (y)

i=1

τjs (y),

δqs (y)yis

κ

(κ + wqs )yis
Q
s
s s
j=1 yj +
j=1 yj wj

Q

yq
y
yqk
Y
τqs (y)
Tqs (y)
Cqs (y)

Set of classes of players.
Number of player classes (cardinality of Q).
A particular class of players (q ∈ Q).
Mass of players belonging to class q.
Set of strategies of class q, also the set of APs that users of
class q can connect to.
Strategy distribution of class q, also the vector of the masses
of players in class q associated with each available AP .
The vector of all yq ’s, referred to as the system state.
The mass of players of class q that play strategy k, also
the mass of users of class q associated with AP k.
The set of all possible strategy distributions.
The total throughput that users of class q obtain from AP
s ∈ Sq , when the state of the system is y.
The throughput per unit mass that users of class q obtain
from AP s ∈ Sq , when the state of the system is y.
The price charged per unit mass by AP s ∈ Sq to users of
class q, when the state of the system is y.
The marginal payoff per unit mass from strategy i ∈ Sq by
users of class q, when the state of the system is y, also the
throughput minus price per unit mass.
Potential function, which turns out to be the total system
throughput with system state y.

which is the total throughput in the cell. We have used the
definition of occupancy (16) in the above derivation. User
payoff is the throughput minus the price paid, and hence the
payoff function per unit mass for users of class q in cell s is

(16)

i=1

i=1

Q
Q
q
dˆq
Sq

T (y)

It gives the ratio of time occupied by users of class q to the
total amount of time occupied by all users. Thus, a lower
occupancy means that a class is being more efficient. The
occupancy can be thought of as the externality that the user
exerts on the others. In terms of throughput, the cost of
externalities of users of class q in cell s is the occupancy
times the total throughput of all users in the cell, i.e., the cost
of a unit mass of users of class q is
Cqs (y)  δqs (y)

MULTIHOMING MODEL

Fqi (y)

All users contribution to this throughput is not the same. Given
a time interval, there are some users taking only a small time
share and others who take a large time share, which depends
on the PHY rate and the frame size that he or she uses. From
(6), we calculate that the channel “occupancy factor” per unit
mass for UDP is given by
δqs (y) 

S UMMARY OF NOTATION USED IN POPULATION GAMES AND

(15)

k=1 i=1
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Fqs (y)  Tqs (y) − Cqs (y).

(18)

The above tells a user the value of associating to a particular
AP. We show below that under the above pricing scheme, the
total system throughput is a potential function for the game.
The main notation used is shown in Table I.
Theorem 2: The system throughput
T (y) =

Q
S 


yik Tik (y).

(19)

k=1 i=1

where yij = 0 if AP j is not available to user i is a potential
function for the game F with cost-price charging.
Proof: We have
∂T (y)
∂yqs

=
=

Q
S
∂  k k
yi Ti (y)
∂yqs
i=1

∂
∂yqs

k=1
Q
S 


yik Li
Q
k
k k
j=1 yj +
j=1 yj wj

Q

κ
Lq
=
Q k Q
κ j=1 yj + j=1 yjk wjk
Q
(κ + wqs ) i=1 yis Lsi
− 
2
Q
Q
κ j=1 yjk + j=1 yjk wjk
k=1 i=1

= Tqs (y) − δqs (y)

Q


τis (y) = Fqs (y),

i=1

which means that T (y) satisfies the definition of a potential
function.
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We have thus shown that the conditions required for Result
2 to hold are satisfied, and hence the stationary points of the
dynamics are asymptotically stable5 . From the form of the
potential function, we expect that the stationary point actually
maximizes the throughput.
VI. T HE P RICE OF A NARCHY
We would like to know what effect selfish multihoming
has on the efficiency of the system. In most work on selfish
routing (such as [20]), it is found that the Wardrop equilibrium
is inefficient, and this inefficiency is referred to as the price
of anarchy. In [15] it is shown that under strong symmetry
conditions on the payoffs and potential function, efficiency
can be achieved in a potential game. Our scenario does not
admit such strong conditions due to the structure of the
system considered. However, we have just seen that the total
throughput acts as a potential function for the system. Below
we provide a characterization of the stationary point and show
that it is efficient.
For both the replicator (1) as well as the BNN dynamics
(3) , we have that ẏqs = 0, implies that either
Fqs (ŷ) =

Sq
1  i i
ŷq Fq (ŷ)
dˆq

or ŷqs = 0,

(20)

i=1

where we use ŷ to denote a stationary point. The above
relations mean that users of class q would get identical payoffs
in all APs that they use at equilibrium. The potential payoff
in all the APs not in use would be lower than this value. As
mentioned earlier, the set of stationary points contains the set
of Wardrop equilibria, and in the case of BNN dynamics, they
are the same.
Now, consider the stationary point again. We define F̂q 
1  Sq
i i
i=1 ŷq Fq (ŷ). Then the stationary point conditions look
d̂q
like Kuhn-Tucker first order conditions of an optimization
problem. Let us identify the Lagrange dual function associated
with the above expressions. It is seen that the minimization
problem
⎛
⎛
⎞⎞
Q
Q
Si
S 



min max ⎝
yik Tik (y) −
λi ⎝
yij − dˆi ⎠⎠ , (21)
λ

y

k=1 i=1

i=1

j=1

yields (20) as the Kuhn-Tucker first order conditions with F̂i =
λi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} We then have the following theorem:
Theorem 3: The equilibrium of the non-cooperative game
F is identical to the solution of the constrained optimization
problem

 S Q

k k
yi Ti (y)
(22)
max
y

k=1 i=1

subject to the constraints
Si


yij = dˆi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q}

(23)

j=1

and yij = 0 if AP j is not available to users of class i.
5 Note that the potential function could have non-unique maxima, and the
system state would converge to one of these.

Proof: From the above discussion we have that the noncooperative game F converges to the solution of the Lagrange
dual problem (21). Call the solution obtained as T (ŷ). Also,
call the solution to the primal problem (22) as T (y ). Now,
the expression in (22) is not concave and there could exist
multiple maxima. There could also be a duality gap between
the primal and dual problem, i.e., T (ŷ) ≥ T (y ). But it is
physically impossible for the system to converge to a state
whose throughput is greater than the maximum possible, i.e.,
T (ŷ) = T (y )
We have shown that multihoming users with dissimilar selfish
dynamics being charged the cost price of their occupancy
actually optimize the system throughput. In the language of
the above literature, the result states that anarchy is free! Our
result is somewhat reminiscent of a result in [21], which states
that the stability region of a network is increased by allowing
multi-path routing and congestion control. But our formulation
is unique to wireless LAN case. In the above discussion, we
have assumed that there are no feedback delays in the system.
The time for convergence is of the same order as the time of
convergence of TCP to its equilibrium rate, i.e., of the order
of milliseconds.
Example
As mentioned in the literature review, the models of UDP
and TCP performance in WLANs that we use have been
independently verified by experiments, while the multihoming
idea has been implemented already. Here we show, using a
simple Simulink example, the intuition behind why a positively correlated multihoming protocol would maximize the
system throughput. Consider the scenario where there are
two classes of users with the same two APs available to
them. Their values of frame size are both equal to unity.
The values of κ + L/C are different – class 1 users have
parameters [2, 1.5], while class 2 users have parameters [1, 5]
in the two APs. The users are assumed to be downloading
large files. Each user starts multiple TCP sessions, with one
session corresponding to each visible AP. Initially, the file
is split up into pieces with one piece to a TCP session.
As the sessions finish transmitting their associated piece, the
remaining amount is again split up among the sessions so as
to keep them all saturated until the end. The multihoming
protocol must decide how long to spend associated with
each visible AP. In our simulation we assume that users use
replicator dynamics as the multihoming protocol. Under this
scenario the throughput is maximized if all users of class 1 use
AP 1 while all users of class 2 use AP 2, which is a degenerate
case of multihoming. Under the cost price mechanism, class
1 would have a negative payoff for using AP 2 and vice-versa
for class 2. A rational multihoming protocol would thus cause
class 1 to shift to AP 1, and class 2 to shift to AP 2 causing
throughput maximization. The throughput would then be 0.5
in AP 1 and 0.2 in AP 2. We illustrate that the throughputs
do indeed converge to these values in Figure 2.
VII. E CONOMICS OF M ULTIHOMING
We now consider a market model under which an ISP which
owns all the APs can charge more than the cost price. For
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0.52

The ISP would like to maximize the profit regardless of the
actual throughput of the system. The profit that the ISP makes
is the difference between the total revenue and the cost (which
we have assumed is equal to the actual throughput). Hence,
the profit function of the ISP is

0.5
Throughput for class 1
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ρmulti (P) 

S


P

j=1

0.48

j

Q


yij ,

(25)

i=1

where yij = 0 if users of class i do not connect to AP j.
We would like to know if the ISP has an incentive to allow
multihoming.
0.46

Effect on Profit
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0.22
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We have to compare the profit when multihoming is an
option and when it is not. We make the assumption that if
multihoming were not allowed, users would connect only to
(available) APs that display the lowest price. We denote this
lowest price available to users of class i by Pmin(i) . Then we
have that the mass of users of class i connecting to AP k, under
a given pricing vector P is such that yik = 0 if P k = Pmin(i) .
Thus the profit function under unihoming is

Throughput for class 2

0.2

Q


ρuni (P) 

0.18

0.17
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(b)
Fig. 2.

(26)

i=1

0.19

0.16

Pmin(i) dˆi ,

Illustrating the convergence of throughputs to the stationary points.

example, in a building such as an airport, a single ISP would
own all the APs. We assume that the potential mass of users
in each class q is a fixed value denoted by dˆq . In practice one
would expect a variation of user masses over the course of a
day as they move around. However, we can think of this as the
average value. The actual mass of users in the system would
depend on the prices charged. Let the subscription price per
unit mass charged in AP s to all users be denoted by P s , where
for generality we assume that the subscription price charged at
different APs can be different. In addition to the subscription
price, we assume that users are also charged the cost price
of traffic described in the previous sections. The price vector
P  [P 1 , P 2 , ..., P S ] would determine both the mass of users
in the system, and the way this mass gets partitioned between
the different APs. In our model, each class q is associated with
a threshold value Λq . Users of class q would connect to an
AP s if P s ≤ Λq . The model is similar to the ones studied in
[22], [23]. Once users connect to an AP, the throughput that
they obtain is determined by (8). The payoff per unit mass is
then
Fqs (y)



Tqs (y)

−

Cqs (y)

−P .
s

(24)

where dˆi = 0 if Pmin(i) > Λi . We are now ready to compare
the two. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 4: For the same price vector P, ρmulti (P) ≥
ρuni (P)
Proof: The proof is straightforward once we realize that
under a given price vector, the total user mass in the system
is the same. Thus, we have
ρmulti (P)

=

S


Pj

Q


j=1

≥

i=1

Q
S 


Pmin(i) yij =

j=1 i=1

=

Q


yij
Q


Pmin(i)

i=1

S


yij

j=1

Pmin(i) dˆi = ρuni (P)

i=1

and we are done.
The result means any profit achievable when an ISP allows
unihoming can be met or exceeded by allowing multihoming.
Effect on Throughput
We now understand what effect multihoming has on the
throughput of a system given a price vector P. As before, we
study the system as a population game with dynamics that are
PC.
Theorem 5: The function
Tmulti (y) 

Q
S 




yik Tik (y) − P k .

(27)

k=1 i=1

where yij = 0 if either AP j is not available to user i or
P j > Λi is a potential function for the game F .
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Proof: The proof is identical to that of Theorem 2 and
is omitted.
As before we have a characterization of the equilibrium point
as follows:
Theorem 6: The equilibrium of the non-cooperative game
F is the solution of the constrained optimization problem

max
y

Q
S 


yik


 k

k
Ti (y) − P

(28)

k=1 i=1

subject to the constraints
Si


yij = dˆi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q}

(29)

j=1

and yij = 0 if AP j is not available to users of class i or
P j > Λi .
Proof: The proof is identical to Theorem 3.
We now assume that the users are not allowed to multihome,
and hence choose one of the APs displaying the lowest price.
Let the AP that users of class q select be χq . Then the
equivalent of Tmulti is given as

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have sought to make a convincing case
for an ISP to allow multihoming in its IEEE 802.11 WLANs.
In the scenario considered, there would be a large number of
users and multiple APs seen by each user. We constructed a
fluid model of user populations in a WLAN and understood
how their throughputs varied with movement of user masses.
We showed that users charged by a simple mechanism, using
selfish dynamics would actually maximize the system throughput when allowed the option of multihoming. We also studied
the economics of multihoming as seen by the ISP and showed
that there is no loss of profit or throughput when users are
allowed to multihome. A possible future extension is the study
of competition between different ISPs that might own different
subsets of APs.
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